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OPPORTUNITIES

San Geronimo Valley
COMMUNITY CENTER



SHINE A LIGHT ON
YOUR BUSINESS

One great way to support our ongoing efforts in bringing interesting, entertaining and fun
programming to our community, is to sponsor these virtual events. If you would like to
become an underwriter for our virtual arts and events programming, please contact me--
Alexa Davidson at adavidson@sgvcc.org.! There are so many great ways to sponsor that
can meet any business’s advertising needs. Read below to see how we can support your
business, while you support our community.

Support the Community Center through Virtual Event Sponsorship



When transitioning between slides, speakers,
or even musical acts, we will include
sponsored branding. During presentations,
we can add branded slides with logos, and if
the sponsor is also a speaker or would like to
speak, we will be sure to also include a slide
with contact information.

We will put up full screen ads thanking our
sponsors during breaks, and for
intermissions, we can also consider rotating
between several ads.

In addition to the content of the slide that
we will be including, we can also add levels
of sponsorship based on the amount of time
that it will be up for.

SPONSOR
TRANSITIONS
between speakers or slides
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Business information

Your Business

Your LOGO!



When we have a presenting sponsor, we will
include them in all of our digital marketing efforts
and weekly updates. We can also give them shout-
outs on our social media posts.We could co-host a
game or contest (hello trivia night!) with the
sponsor to help increase brand awareness among
attendees. This could be stand alone, or before an
ongoing event. This would be pushed on social
media.

SOCIAL MEDIA 



Just as we would highlight our sponsors on the

in-person event invite like the Gala or the

sponsor logos added to our Family Music Hour

playbill, we also have Eventbrite registration

pages and our website that both offer prime

real-estate for sponsorship.
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SPONSOR BRANDED 
EVENTBRITE



HOST YOUR OWN 
pre or post event gathering 

If it works for the event, we would

consider having a sponsor or major

donor organize a VIP session or event

either before or after our main event —

the same way we could for a physical

event. 

Whether it's a pre art show gathering or

a Council talk with a local luminary, we

would work with our sponsors to plan an

exclusive meeting or activity that only

VIP/Council ticket holders will be able

to access.
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Pick a level of support:

- Golden Yellow: $750-- $1499    -- Branded slides One Primary Sponsor Spotlight including branded slide
during event and continued representation on our “Thank you to our sponsors” slide for other events.  
- Community Green: $1500-- $2499  -- Branded slides and EventbriteOne Primary Sponsor Spotlight including
branded slides and branded eventbrite and continued representation on our “Thank you to our sponsors” slide
for other events.  
- Regal Red: $2500-$4999  --  One Primary Sponsor Spotlight including Bbranded slides and E, eventbrite, and
social media promotionfeature of your business, as well as continued representation on our “Thank you to our
sponsors” slide for other events. 
- True Blue: $5000 or more-- All of the above, plus event presenting i.e (Secrets of Elephant Seals, Presented by
“your business name here”) and/or curated event(s) created by you and your business. 

 

LET'S GET STARTED!
Now is the perfect time to support the Community
Center through virtual event sponsorship!

Make your donation here on our website and designate sponsorship in the comments. Our Fund
Development Team will reach out to you asap. 

Our Team will work with you to create the perfect ad or an event for our community!



REACH OUT!

adavidson@sgvcc.org


